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About This Game

Travel to the four corners of the world with Brian and Gina in a crazy story packed full of surprises. Pirates, spies, surfers,
soldiers, and even aliens get in on the act - all combining to create a wonderfully rewarding experience to savour and remember

forever!
With loveable characters, rib-cracking humour, brain-tickling puzzles and stunning graphics, Runaway, The Dream of the Turtle

is a glorious sight to behold.
Runaway, The Dream of the Turtle is an adventure game that is a pure pleasure to play.

A beautifully produced adventure game, with rich scenarios, ever-present humour and captivating puzzles.

Hundreds of places to explore throughout the world.

Over an hour of superb animated sequences bring to life the intrigue, plot twists and many comic moments.

High quality sound featuring cinema quality dubbing, as well an original and hugely inspirational soundtrack with both
vocal and instrumental tracks.
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not bad, short game. Das Spiel startet nicht. Ich werde darauf hingewiesen, das AGEIA PhysX nicht gestartet werden kann.
Was nun.
 Ein Spiel, das nicht läuft, ist verschwendetes Geld,
 und wenn es noch so günstig ist!. I love this game!! I remember playing it when it first came out and I am so excited to see that
Steam has it.

#bringonthetrivia. The worst adventure ever and very bugy.. Least favorite ND game so far. I hate the fact that to change
characters you have to call Nancy every damn time. It got to the point I had to mute my game because their voices started to
make me grind my teeth. I got stuck halfway through and have no idea what to do now. Every time I call someone (as each
person) or talk to a suspect (as each person), I just get the "Hi"... "Bye". I've gotten all the items, the only thing I can think of is I
went out of order or something, and if thats the case, thats ridiculous seeing as you can be 4 different damn people, there should
be no way to go out of order. I've gone to every location as every playable character and... nothing... so **** it, I dont even care.
The plot was boring anyway.
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Amazing game, its very good and i love it with my friends it is good get it now thanks have a good year very good game, it
changed me and my friends lives, it showed me the light of god.. It's phenomenal. You get out of it exactly as much as you take.

If you judge VR content based on the effect it has upon you, and what it brings into your life, then Blortasia is worth $5 without
a second thought. Sit in the centre of a deforming, living psychedelic sculpture and meditate, comfortable in the knowledge that
this is just one of hundreds of many sculptures inside a world that presents itself in this way to only you.

The thing that I love so much about this is there isn't a point where you can fully wrap your mind around it. The harder you try,
the more complex and massive everything becomes. Until your ego stops trying so hard to understand what's going on and you
can just be.

10/10 worth the price of a sandwich.. I still consider the original Diablo one of my favorite ARPGs of all time. I doubt this is a
controversial statement as it helped spawn an entire genre, but the slow pace, uneven threats, and gothic horror cemented it as a
game I could come back to again and again. I would never recommend anyone try it for the first time now though, at least not
without enormous disclaimers. It’s a game that hasn’t aged well not for anything it did wrong, but because the genre has moved
so far beyond it. Darkstone is another victim of this phenomenon, though honestly I’m not sure I would have had the patience
for it even at its release.

Draak is back, baby, and he’s brought a whole cult to ♥♥♥♥ things up for everyone. The merciless dragon has come to imperil
the kingdom and it’s up to you to stop him, apparently by finding seven macguffins that will do… something and let you fight
him. You’ll need to delve deep into the randomized dungeons just outside of town, battling skeletons and goblins and all of high
fantasy’s greatest hits while snatching loot to make yourself more formidable. There’s plenty of odd dungeon denizens to
encounter as well like the lonely ice golem or the walled-off mad wizard, and they might even provide a challenge that the
regular foes don’t.

There’s a lot of criticism to unpack here but at the heart of it is the simple fact that you’ve played this before. Maybe not with
exactly the same systems or combat but you’ve played a warrior or wizard descending into dungeons to kill spiders and bats and
get loot. The fact that this is a loose Diablo imitation doesn’t do much, especially since we’re decades past its main selling point
of being 3D Diablo. None of the enemies are unique or interesting, they all attack in exactly the way you’re imagining, and what
few differentiating elements they have are more annoyances than anything. This is the kind of game where poison never goes
away until you take an antidote, for example.

An hour into the game got me to level 7 and a slightly better club than the sword I was using. The items are just as uninteresting
as the enemies, and the few enchanted pieces I found were extremely simple stat boosts. I don’t know how long it takes to start
finding stuff worth using, but in this day and age it’s too long for me. Other design annoyances abound like the stiff camera that
likes to take low angles blocked by walls, and the janky movement that feels stuck to an invisible, misaligned grid. In addition to
managing health and mana you need to eat to stay alive, which would be little more than an annoying gold sink if you didn’t find
bushels of apples and cherries in the dungeons. You’ll be deluged with boring loot that will barely fit into your tiny inventory,
prompting plenty of trips back to town to unload if you have the portal scrolls for it.

I know I’ve been relentless against this game but I don’t really think it’s bad, it’s just a game out of time. Back at release it would
have held up much better as a simpler, 3D Diablo clone but at this point the genre has built upon every single aspect of its
design. It does exactly one thing that’s semi-unique, which is letting you run two characters at a time and granting them both
experience based on how much damage they do. It’s not a perfect system but I sure would love more ARPGs to let me level two
characters at once. Maybe some future game will pick up on it so we can finally lay Darkstone to rest in the halls of gaming
history, because it makes a much better historical reference than game.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. Not worth playing. Trailer makes it look charming but it's not.. I first
tinkered around with the demo and liked what it did with the character, there is a scene where you get to select equipment and
also clothing and amusingly the choice of clothing does matter, so bought the game. The narrative is a kind of detective story in
a fantasy setting and it also caters to LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice. You can import your save from this game into
Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an interesting effect on the subsequent narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel in
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this setting.. I loved this platformer. It's pretty simple, but epic at the same time. It's a lot like the 2D version of Serious Sam.
Just run and gun, with a TON of enemies on the screen at the same time with a epic story.

+ Great Story
+ Likable Characters
+ LOTS of action
+ Tons of Enemies
+ Nice Artstyle
+ Entertaining boss battles
+ Variety of Weapons

- no music except for the boss fights
- bosses can be extremely difficult (especially the last one)
- It's very easy to get lost, i had to backtrack and scratch my head a few times
- There isn't much variety in enemies / levels, and there's a lot of repetition.

Overall Completion Time: ~2hours
What did I pay? $1 (was in a bundle)
Reccomended Price: ~$2.50-5
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